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PREFACE
This study was performed by a team comprised of individuals
private and governmental agencies including:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Booz.Allen & Hamilton Inc.
Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department
Los Angeles Police Department
U.S. Public Technologies LLC.

from several

Authority (Client)

The findings and recommendationsin this report reflect the best judgment of the
participants based on the information available to them. Best efforts were made during
the study to ensure that the study is comprehensive and systematic. However,
13ooz.Allen cannot warrant or guarantee that every possible hazard associated with the
Metro Blue Line Grade Crossing Safety has been identified.
The Client is solely responsible for the achievement of its intended results, and
for the use made and results obtained from the services rendered by Booz.Allen &
Hamilton Inc.

EXECU-I-IVE

SUMMARY

In 1993, the Los .4ngetes Cotxn~ N Ietropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA)
established the Metro Blue Line (.X~BL) Grade Crossing Safety Improvement Program.
This program was establis[~ed to evaluate and implement various means to discourage
or prevent illegal movementsbv vehicles and pedestrians at grade crossings. There are
four elements of the MBLGrade C:ossing Safety Improvement Program:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Engineering Safe~uards
Public Outreach a~’~d Education
Traffic Enforcement
Legislation.

On September 28, 199S, The MTAcommissioned Booz.Allen & Hamilton Inc. to
conduct an evaluation of the effecviveness of the past and current Grade Crossing Safety
Program. The purpose of this proiect is to evaluate the four elements of the program,
identify areas ~at need improvement, and provide the MTAwith a proposed path
forward for strengthening the pro~am. This report documents the findings from this
study.
Engineering Safe~ards~Dufmg the past five years, the MTAhas become a
national leader for implementing innovative technolo~es and methods for improving
grade crossing safety’. To evaluate the effectiveness of the existing and proposed
engineering safeguards, Booz-Allen documented the safeg-uards at each MBLgrade
crossing and performed a risk assessment of each crossing. This reports identifies
several desig-n improvements for the MBLwhich include:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Pursuing ~e elimination of the grade crossing at 18’~ Street/I-10 freeway
on-ramp
Expanding the photo enforcement in Los Angeles and Long Beach
Reviewing the sights, signals, and pavement markings along the entire
aligTtment with respect to reducing automobile driver confusion
Improving the maintenance of safeguards alreadv in place.

Public Outreach and Education--To determine the effectiveness of the MBLpublic
outreach and education program, Booz-Allen conducted interviews with various school
administrators and public agency :epresentatives. Based on the review, this element of
the grade crossing program needs :o be more consistently implemented. Booz.Allen
recommendsthat a written plan be prepared which defines a formal outreach program
to include child, adult, and professional services education programs. This report
provides an outline for a proposed cost-effective public outreach and education plan.
Traffic Enforce~nenf--The Los .-kngeles Sheriff’s Department (LASD)recently
concluded negotiations to extend £ne N IBL security contract. Under the new contract

extension, several provisions have been added to enhance grade cros_qng safety
including the addition of eight motorcycle officers.
In addition, interviews with LASD
management indicate that the Sheriff’s Department is interested
in providing the MTA
with a full range of security services and many items at no additional cost to the MTA.
This report discusses these services and provides recommendations for traffic
enforcement improvements including:
¯
¯

Identifying areas of the MBLthat require further enforcement (e.g.,
pedestrian grade crossing enforcement)
Inviting LASDparticipation
in engineering design review and public
outreach planning meetings.

Legislation--Since
grade crossing safety:
¯
¯

1993, two pieces of legislation

have been pas~d to improve

Rail Traffic Safety Act (AB1035, Archie-Hudson, 1993) - A comprehensive
law which provides the framework for grade crossing safety.
Rail Traffic Enforcement Act (SB1802, Rosenthal, 1994) - Auti~orized the
use of photo enforcement system for citing grade crossing violators.

Booz-Allen reviewed a large range of proposed legislation
for grade crossing
safety. Based on this review, Booz.Allen recommends that the NITA pursue legislation
to:
Increase the fine for the first violation from $104 to $271
Allocate a portion of the traffic penalties collected to the MTAgrade
crossing program.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Los Angeles Metro Blue Line (MBL)is a 22-mile light rail line that operates
through three cities and unincorporated areas of Los Angeles County, running from
downtownLos Angeles to the City of Long Beach. The MBLbegan revenue service in
July, 1990 and has a current average ridership of 45,000 passengers per day.
The MBLhas t~o modes of operation:
¯
¯

Cab Signal Mode
Street Running Mode.

For approximately 12 miles, MBLtrains operate on their own right-of-way under
Automatic Train Protection. Operators control train operations with speeds governed
by cab and wayside signals. Over this portion of the alignment, MBLtrains travel at
speeds up to 55 miles per hour and traverse past 28 at-grade street crossings. Over the
remaining 10 miles, trains are controlled by operators on street running segments in
downtownLos Angeles and Long Beach. In these segments, trains are operated
according to street traffic signals, traffic conditions, and train control "T" signals. There
are morethan 75 ~rade crossings in the street running portion of the line.
1.1

GRADE CROSSING SAFETY OVERSIGHT

The California Public Utilities Commission(CPUC)is responsible for state safety
oversight over transit properties in California. The CPUChas mandated speeds in the
street running portion of the line be limited to 35 miles per hour. The MTAhas
established a speed limit of 55 miles per hour in the cab signal portion of the alignment.
1.2

SCOPE OF THE MBL GRADE CROSSING EVALUATION

The scope of this report is to provide an overview and evaluation of the MBL
Grade Crossing Safety Program. Specifically, this report will discuss the following
areas:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Engineering Safeg-uards
Public Education and Outreach
Traffic Enforcement
Legislation
Impact of Future Construction Projects.
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1.3

REVIEW OF ACCIDENT DATA

From July 1990 through June 1998, there have been 402 accidents and 39 fatalities
on the MBL.Of the 402 accidents:
¯
¯

18.2% have been the result of train/pedestrians accidents.
51.2%have been the result of trains colliding with vehicles makingleft
hand t-urns.
9.2% have been the result of trains colliding with vehicles driving around
the crossing gates.
21.4%have been the result of trains colliding with vehicles other than
making left turns or running gates.

¯
¯

Statistically,
from the beginning of MBLrevenue operations, the train versus
vehicle accident rate has decreased from 5 accidents per 100,000 miles in 1980 to 2
accidents per 100,000 miles in 1997. The train versus pedestrian accident rate has not
changed throughout the history of the MBLat 1 accident per 100,000 train miles.
Comparingthese rates with other light rail systems (e.g., Sacramento Regional Transit
District, San Diego Trolley, and Santa Clara County Transportation Agency), the MBL
has one of the highest accident rates.
1.4

WHATMAKES THE METROBLUE DIFFERENT FROM OTHER LIGHT RAIL
SYSTEMS?

One aspect of this studv is to analyze those factors that maycontribute to the
MBL’shigh accident rate as comparedto other light rail systems. There are several
factors that contribute to the accident rate including:
The MBLtravels through a high population density area with a diverse varied
social-economic community. The high density results in increased pedestrian
and automobile traffic as comparedto other transit properties. In addition, the
communities through which the MBLtravels requires special attention to
language and literacy issues when disseminating public outreach and
education information.
o

The MBLtraverses through an industrial center of Los Angeles. The industrial
center results in increased trucking and shipping traffic near the MBL.The
increased truck traffic results in increased driver frustration due to slower
street traffic speeds. This frustration mayresult in increased crossing gate
running and illegal left turns.
The MBLshares its right-of-way with a busy freight railroad. The MBLshares
its right-of-way with the Union Pacific (UP) Railroad. The freight railroad
traffic also likely contributes to driver frustration and increased gate running.
1-2

In addition, the freight railroad also contributes to a factor knownas the
"second train phenomenon". This phenomenonis caused by a freight train
passing a crossing and the crossing gates remaining in the lowered position.
Automobile drivers believe the gates are broken and proceed to drive around
the gates. The vehicle then collides with a light rail train comingfrom the
opposite direction.
o

The MBLhas one of the hizhest ridership counts for light rail lines in the
Country. This factor is perhaps the most important contributor to the grade
crossing accident rate. The high ridership results in increased pedestrian traffic
near stations as comparedto other light rail systems. In addition, although
MTAOperations does not allow high passenger loads dictate safe operations,
there is pressure to maintain travel times and headwayschedule requirements
(e.g., passenger trip from Los Angeles to Long Beach in less than one hour).

The culmination of the factors noted above result in a complicated situation that
cannot be solved by a single solution, but rather requires a well-organized grade
crossing program.
1.5

THE MBL GRADE CROSSING SAFETY PROGRAM

In 1993, The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA)
established the Metro Blue Line Grade Crossing Program. The Grade Crossing
Program consist of four elements:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Engineering Safeguards
Law Enforcement
Public Outreach and Education
Legislation.

The remaining chapters of this report discuss the four elements of the MBLgrade
crossing program noted above.
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2.0 ENGINEERING SAFEGUARDS

~-~_n engineering safeguard can be defined as a physical device that has the
potential to reduce rail crossing accidents and fatalities. In general, safeguards can
include: crossing elimination, passive traffic control devices, active traffic control
devices, site and operational improvements, crossing surface improvements, and grade
separations. Because of the renewed interest in developing light rail transit systems, the
USDOT’s
Grade Crossing Safety Task Force has recognized that light rail transit
crossings require continuing attention. Safety concerns are raised because these light
rail transit systems operate in shared rights-of-way with motorists and pedestrians.
The American Association of State Highwayand Transportation Officials
(AASHTO)provides guidance to the highway community on highway design in the
form of recommendedthresholds for critical dimensions regarding grade crossings.
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)provides further guidance in the
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)
in the form of national standards
for traffic control devices at highway-rail crossing. These standards and guidelines
have been based largely on practices within the railroad industry.
The existing MUTCD
standards do not address the unique hazards associated with
light rail grade crossings in street running alignments (i.e., shared right-of-way), nor are
there any guidelines for interconnected signals for light rail and traffic signals. The
Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) developed recommendedpractices for
preemption of traffic signals at or near railroad grade crossings, howeverthese ITE
guidelines are relevant to light rail only whenautomatic gates are used. It should be
recognized, however, that light rail street operation is governed by the state vehicle
code. Signals for light rail in street operations are a part of and governed by standard
traffic vehicle signal systems. Through the Transit Cooperative Research Program
(TCRP), the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) has funded an effort to draft a
chapter for the MUTCD
titled "Traffic Control Systems for Light Rail-Highway Grade
Crossings." A new revision of the MUTCD,
including the chapter on light rail grade
crossings, is expected out soon.
The FHWA
also publishes the Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Handbook,
which offers general guidance for making physical and operational improvements to
~ade crossings. However, similar to the previously mentioned guidelines, it does not
specifically address light rail grade crossings. As a result, there is an effort to update
the Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Handbook, which is expected to be ready for
distribution sometimein the near future.
Specific guidance on light rail street running grade crossing engineering
safeg-uards is receiving a lot of muchdeserved attention. The documents cited above
have been used as guidance for light rail grade crossing safety. In California,
2-1

jurisdiction of grade crossings resides with the Ca_ifo~_:a Public Utilities Commission
(CPUC). Each transit authority must abide by the CaE_~rnia Public Utilities Code
General Orders. The CPUChas the authority at public ~rade crossings related to
improvements, cost allocations, and closing.
Improvements and addition of engineerLng safeg’_:ards are part of the MTA’sLos
Angeles Metro Blue Line Grade Crossing Improvemer.-. Program. As part of the
evaluation of this program, Booz.Allen has perfocrned a comprehensive review of the
engineering safeguards incorporated along the MBL.T_ais _~ection describes
Booz.Allen’s Evaluation Methodology, the MBL’sPho-._- Enforcement Program, current
Engineering Safeguards System Description, Vehicle Reiated Changes, and
Recommendations.
2.1

EVALUATION

METHODOLOGY

In order to assess the engineering safeguards incc~orated along the MBL,
Booz.Allen first catalogued the safeguards used at each crossing by conducting a field
investigation. This was accomplished by physically vis:_~4ng each grade crossing, taking
an inventory of the existing safeguards, and docu_men’Y_ng
them with digital and
traditional 35mm-filmpictures.
Booz.Allen then reviewed and analyzed current and proposed projects on
engineering design changes using the catalog~ae information and statistical
data. The
project that revealed the most dramatic results was the Photo Enforcement Program.
This Program was reviewed in detail, and the results a_-e presented in the next section,
Photo Enforcement Program. Additional desig-n cZnan~es, such as train "ditch" lights
and pedestrian "strobe" lights, were also reviewed and analyzed. The results of this
review are presented in the Vehicle Related Changes section.
A cost/benefit analysis was then performed by Booz-.-kllen to identify the most
cost/risk-effective
safeguards to implement at each grade ~’ossing. This was
accomplishedby first assessing the current level of safe~" at each grade crossing using a
modified Military Standard (MIL-STD)882C approach. In this approach, Booz.Allen
conducted a field investigation in which each ~ade crc’_~sing was individually assessed
by several Booz.Allen safety engineers. This included a visual inspection of each grade
crossing, as well as a review of the safeg-uards and stat:~tical data.
The modified MIL-STD882C approach utilized a :~tin~ system in which each
grade crossing was assigned a relative value (.i.e., cate$.~ry) for accident severity, hazard
cause frequency, and accident trigger probability for a :eali_stic worst case scenario. The
accident severity refers to the consequence of a reaHstic worst case scenario should a
hazard becomea reality. The hazard cause frequency :efers to the frequency that a
hazard exists in which a realistic worst case scena~o c~-’. occur. The accident trigger
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probability refers to existence of an initiating event that will trigger the occurrence of a
realistic worst case scenario.
Once the current level of safety at each grade crossing was established, the
plausibility of implementing safeguards that have not been implemented at that grade
crossing was evaluated. This was accomplished by applying a cost/risk-benefit
analysis. In this analysis, the safety of each grade crossing is re-assessed after
fictitiously adding the safeguard being evaluated. The improvementin safety after
adding the safeguard is the risk-benefit achieved. This risk-benefit is then divided by
the cost of implementing the safeguard. This ratio then becomes the cost/risk-benefit
ratio. The higher the cost/risk-benefit ratio, the more cost-effective the safeguard.
Based on the cost/risk-benefit ratio, the safeguards that are not currently
implemented at each grade crossing can be prioritized. The prioritization of the
safeguards, as well as Booz.Allen’s professional engineering judgment, is the basis of
the Recommendationssection. The detailed inventory of the currently existing
safeguards for each grade crossing, as well as the prioritization of the safeguards not
existing at each grade crossing.
2.2

MBL GRADE SEPARATION/STREET CLOSURES

Grade crossing hazards arise from the fact that light rail vehicles share right-ofway with automobiles and pedestrians. To completely eliminate these hazards, two
potential solutions exist: provide grade separation of the rail alignment from the city
streets or close city street that cross the light rail guideway.This design solution for
grade separation would require one of two choices:
¯
¯

Elevate the guideway on a dedicated structure
Submergethe guideway into a tunnel or trench.

During the construction of the MBL,these options were evaluated and in some
cases were adopted. Although technically feasible, the cost estimates for these options
were identified to be in the several hundred million dollar range. Therefore, these
options were ruled out as viable alternatives for the entire alignment. One grade
separation project at Imperial Highwayis planned and financed with construction
scheduled in 1999.
2.3

PHOTO ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM

The photo enforcement system installed on the MBLuses high-resolution cameras
to photograph motorists driving under or around lowered crossing gates. Each camera
is mountedin a bullet-resistant cabinet 12 feet above the intersection. The camera
shutter is triggered by vehicles that cross over inductive loop detectors installed in the
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c~osshng area after crossing gates have started lowering or are already in the lowered
posit’ion. Twophotographs of the vehicle are taken as the basis for issuing a citation.
-~,ne date and time are superimposed on each photograph, in addition to the vehicle
s~eed and elapsed time in seconds since the red lights activated. Exhibit 2-4 shows a
s:~oom warning drivers of the photo enforcement program.
Exhibit 2-4. Photo Enforcement Warning Sign

The MTAphoto enforcement program is managed under MTAContract Number
NIC025.U.S. Public Technologies LLC,Traffic Services Group, is responsible for the
daily activities associated with the photo-enforcement program including:
¯
°
¯

Collecting, and processing film
Screening photographs for citations
Delivering citations to courts.

2.3.1 Photo Enforcement Installation
Currently, the MTAoperate and rotate ten cameras in 33 cabinets installed at 17
grade crossings along the MBL.The seventeen photo enforcement installations
are
located at the following grade crossings:
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯

¯

20:~ Street
Vernon Avenue
Century Blvd.
EI Segundo Blvd.
Elm Street
Alondra Blvd.

¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯

t"street
24
48" Street
103~d Street
130’" Street
Compton Blvd.
Greenleaf Blvd.
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¯

¯
¯
¯
¯

41~t Street
55~" Street
119~" Street
Stockwell Street
Myrrh Street

In addition to the existing installations, the N fTA Board of Directors approved the
purchase of equipment for six additional installations see September 1998 Board
Meeting Minutes). These new locations are:
¯

18’~/Flower
San Pedro/Washington

¯ Venice/Flower
¯ Los Angeles/
Washington

Grand/Washington
i o Wilmington/
i
Willowbrook

2.3.2 Photo Enforcement Use by Other Transit Properties
The MTAis the first transit property to implemer.: a photo-enforcement program
for grade crossing safety in the U.S. No other transit F:operties have implemented a
photo enforcement program. Metrolink, the Los A,ngeies area commuter rail system, is
conducting a photo enforcement demonstration program in the city of Glendale,
California. In addition, the city of Beverly Hills is currently using the photo
enforcement program to monitor intersections for red 2ght running by automobiles. It
is expected that this application of photo enforcement;,.ill g-row significantly in the near
future.
2.3.3 Citation Issuance Rate
Currently, the responsibility for issuing citaVions b divided between the Los
Angeles Sheriff’s Department (LASD) and U.S. Public Technologies (USPT) LLC.
a legal point of view, not all photographs taken at grade crossings can becomecitations.
For example,if the vehicle has no front license plate, ti~_e velnicle has glare on the
windshield, or the driver is obstructed in the photograph, a citation cannot be issued.
To help ensure that all citations can be prosecuted, the LASDhas worked with USPTto
establish criteria for selecting which photographs receive citations. To date, 42.7%of all
photographs taken by the system have resulted in issuing a citation.
2.4

ENGINEERING SAFEGUARDS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Engineering safeg-uards can be divided into sLx basic categories: crossing
elimination, passive traffic control devices, active traffic control devices, site and
operational improvements, crossing surface improvements, and grade separations.
2.4.1 Elimination
Elimination is the first safeguard that should always be considered for a railroadhighway at-grade crossing. There are several differen: methods of elimination,
including: grade separation, closing the crossing to hi~ff~waytraffic, and closing the
crossing to railroad traffic through the abandonmentor relocation of the rail line. The
highest level of crossing safety is provided by eliminaLon because the point of
intersection between highway and railroad is removed. However, the effects that
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elimination may have on operations maybe beneficial or adverse, depending on the
situation. The primary benefits of elimination are safety and perhaps operational, offset
1by construction and operational costs.
2.4.2 Passive Traffic Control Devices
Passive traffic control devices provide guidance, static messages of warning, and
in some instances, mandatory action for the driver. The main purpose of passive traffic
control devices is to identify and direct attention to the location of a crossing in order to
permit drivers and pedestrians to take appropriate action. These devices consist of
regulatory, warning, and guide signs, and supplemental pavement markings. They are
considered to be basic devices and are incorporated into the desigTt of and used in
conjunction with active traffic control devices. It is required by federal taw that, as a
minimum,each State provide signs at all crossings. 2 Exhibit 2-5 shows some examples
of passive traffic control devices utilized along the MBL.
Exhibit 2-5. Passive Traffic Control Devices Used Along MBL

2.4.3 Active Traffic Control Devices
Active traffic control devices give warning of the approach or presence of a train.
Theyare typically activated by the passage of a train over a detection circuit in the
track. Passive traffic control devices, such as signs and paving markings, are used to
supplement active traffic control devices. Active traffic control devices can include
flashing light signals, both post-mounted and cantilevered, automatic gates, bells,
highway traffic signals, and active advance warning devices. 3 Exhibit 2-6 shows an
example of active traffic control devices utilized along the MBL.
In November,1998, the MTAplans to release a Request for Proposal (RFP)
install newfiber optic train signs intended to provide better active indication to veh~cte
drivers that a train is approaching. If the implementation of these signs is successful,
1 Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Handbook, U.S. Department of Transportation,
FHWA-TS-86-215,September 1986.
2 [bid.
3 Ibid. 1
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Federal HighwayAdministration,

these signs should be installed throughout the street running portions of Los Angeles
and Long Beach.
Exhibit 2-6. Active Traffic Control Devices Used Along MBL

2.4.4 Site and Operational Improvements
Site and operational improvements,in addition to the installation of traffic control
systems, can contribute greatly to safety of railroad-highway grade crossings. Site and
operational improvementscan be divided into six categories: sight distances,
1geometrics, illumination, safety barriers, flagging, and miscellaneous.
2.4.5 Crossing Surfaces
Crossing surfaces are the materials on which the tires of a vehicle crossing a
railroad-highway grade crossing roll across. These surfaces can be constructed of a
numberof different types of materials. The different types of crossing surfaces include:
unconsolidated, asphalt, woodplank, sectional treated timber, precast concrete slabs,
continuous concrete pavement, steel sections, rubber panels, and high density
polyethylene modules.-~ Exhibit 2-7 shows examples of crossing surfaces utilized along
the MBL.

1 Ibid. 1
2 Ibid. 1
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Exhibit 2-7. Crossing Surfaces Used Along MBL

2.4.6 Grade Separation Structures
Grade separated crossings irLvolve a bridge or highway structure over the railroad
tracks, or vice versa. Alternative engineering decisions must be made as these
structures age, become damaged, or are no longer needed because of changes in
highway or railroad ali~m-ument or use. These decisions can include: upgrading the
existing structure to newconstruc:ion standards, replacing the existing structure,
removing the structure leaving an. at-~crade crossing, and closing the crossing and
removing the structure. 1 Exhibit 2-8 shows examples of grade separations along the
MBL.
Exhibit 2-8. Grade Separations Along MBL

2.5

VEHICLE RELATED CHANGES TO IMPROVE GRADE CROSSING SAFETY

In an effort to makevehicles more visible to automobiles and pedestrians, IvITA
Operations has been investigating enhancements to the CPUCrequirement for light rail
vehicle headlights. Specifically, t-,~-o changes have been investigated:
¯

"Train ditch lights" proposed to provide additional lighting along the
train sides

1 Ibid. 1
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¯

Alternating Railroad Car "ARC"lights activate alternately
headlights whenthe train gong or horn is activated.

flashing

Exhibit 2-9 shows a demonstration of the "ARC"lights.
Exhibit 2-9. MBLVehicle with ARCLights Under Test

2.5.1

ARCLights

ARClights are defined as the installation of headlights operated in alternating
flashing mode. According to a study performed by the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA), Conrail Freight Railroad and Caltrain CommuterRailroad
reduced the accident rate by 79.9%and 61.7%respectively. It was not clear if the
reduction in grade crossing accidents was due to the novelty of the new system and
may be temporary.
Since manyof the MBLaccidents have occurred in the evening hours, any design
changes that may improve train visibility should be investigated and evaluated.
Booz-Allen supports the ARClight demonstration program and would recommend that
the program be expanded to include the entire fleet.
2.5.2

Train Ditch Lights

Train ditch lights consists of two lights, illuminated in a steady burn mode, used to
provide additional visual warning to drivers and pedestrians. These lights are
normally installed at the lower front sides of the train’s front car. Accordingto a studv
performed bv the FRA, steady burn ditch lights afford the observer an opportunity to
fix his or her attention on a point source to help determine the rate of a train approach.
However, the study also indicates that the flashing ARClight system provides a better
method to deliver additional visual warning.
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At this time, Booz.Allen would recommendagainst conducting a demonstration of
the train ditch lights until the completion of the ARClight demonstration.
2.6

RELOCATION OF LIGHT RAIL "T" SIGNALS

In the street running portions of the MBL,"T" signals govern MBLoperations.
The location of the "T" signals has been identified by the MTAto cause automobile
driver confusion. Under a soon-to-be-released Request for Proposal, the "T" signals
will be relocated so as to reduce driver confusion. If this program is shown to be
successful, it should be incorporated throughout the MBL.In addition, it is
recommendedthat the entire alignment be reviewed with respect to signs and reducing
driver confusion.
2.7

PEDESTRIAN GATES

Pedestrian gates are devices used near stations to provide a barrier between
pedestrians and the train right-of-way. Twotypes of pedestrian gates have been or are
planned to be implemented along the MBL:
¯
¯
2.7.1

Calgary swing gates
Pedestrian crossing arm gates.
Calgary Swing Gates

Calgary swing gates are usually installed at station entrance/exit locations where
normal egress from the stations requires passengers to cross the light rail tracks. The
purpose of the Calgary swing gates is to make passengers stop to open the gate before
walking across the tracks. The stopping motion helps to make passengers aware that
they are about to cross train tracks and to makethem aware of the train location.
Calgary swing gates have been successfully implemented at the Imperial Station.
This application should be used as a model and applied to other stations with similar
station design features (e.g., Wardlowand Willow Stations).
2.7.2 Pedestrian Crossing ArmGates
Pedestrian crossing arm gates are nearly identical to standard automatic traffic
gates. The purpose of pedestrian gates is to provide a barrier between the pedestrian
path and the tracks when a train is approaching. The pedestrian arm gates will be
activated at the same time that the vehicle gates are activated.
Under a Request for Proposal (RFP) soon to be released by the MTA,pedestrian
crossing arm gates will be installed and demonstrated along the IVIBL. Based on the
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success of this installation,
the alig-nment.
2.8

these tyFe of gates could be installed at manylocations along

SAFEGUARD MAINTENANCE

During the course of this review, manysafeguards were found to be in disrepair.
The computer model which catalogues ~he MBLsafeguards also identifies those
safeguards that need maintenance. The safeguards that need repair include:
¯ blissing flexible delineators
¯ Fading pavement striping
¯ blissing signs.
2.9

EXTREMELYHAZARDOUSGI’C~DE CROSSINGS

During the review of MBLgrade crossings, the 18~ Street/I-10 on-ramp crossing
was noted to be a hazardous crossing. Based on a review of the accident statistics,
interviews with MTAOperations, and an on-site survey, it is recommendedthat the
MTApursue obtaining permission to close this crossing. S~ce the on-ramp is not
MTA’sproperD,, this task maynot be possible.
2.10 FLOWER STREET DRIVEWAYS
As a part of this evaluation, the driveways along Flower Street were evaluated
with respect to adequacy of engineering safeguards. During the design of the grade
crossings along Flower Street, it was decided to provide drivers turning left into the
driveways with active "No Left Turn" sig-ns. These sign illuminate when trains are
approaching. In addition, since the ~affic crossing the right-of-way from the driveways
was expected to minimal, only passive signs and pavement markings were provided at
the driveway exits onto Flower. Based on this review, no further action is required for
the Flower Street driveways.
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2.11 RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of Booz.Allen’s evaluation of the engineering safeguards utilized along
the MBL,several general recommendations arose. They are as follows:
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Pursue the elimination of the grade crossing at 18I" Street/I-10 ~eewayonramp
Expand the photo enforcement in Los Angeles and Long Beach
Review the signs along the entire alignment with respect to enhancing
warning to pedestrian and motor vehicle drivers without creating
confusion stemming from sign multiplicity
Addmedians or flexible delineators where applicable
Improve the maintenance of safeguards already in place
Install additional Calgary swing gates where applicable
Install pedestrian arm gates at high-density pedestrian crossings.
Install fiber optic train signs in Los Angeles and Long Beach street
running portions of the alignment
Enhance pedestrian access across the right-of-way by improving fencing,
striping, and increasing refuge areas where possible.
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3.0

EDUCATION

One of the four elements of the MBLGrade Crossing Safety Program is education
and public outreach. This element requires that the MTAinform the public of the
hazards that exist to both pedestrian and vehicular traffic whencrossing the MBLrightof-way. For approximately four years, the MTAimplemented a proactive approach to
MBLgrade crossing safety education, however, in t997 the program was relaxed and
implemented in a reactive manner. Although the benefits of the MBLgrade crossing
safety education program are not quantifiable, it is a critical componentin the reduction
of grade crossing accident causal factors 1’ -~’3 and aides in improvingthe effectiveness of
other aspects of the MBLgrade crossing program (e.g., engineering safeguards, traffic
enforcement).
To evaluate the effectiveness of the present MBLoutreach program, Booz.Atlen
interviewed several internal and external parties that interface with the public outreach
program. The internal interviews considered a comprehensive collection of inputs from
MTArepresentative staff affiliated with the MBLgrade crossing education program.
During the internal interview process, the MTAupper management of the program was
considered to be reactive; implementing action towards education programs only after
an accident had occurred. The lack of MTAcommitment to a proactive program was
considered to be a major downfall of the overall MBLgrade crossing safety program.
Additionally, these MTAstaff stated that MTAdecision-makers have neglected the
socio-demographic diversity of the MBLalignment and its inclusion into the public
outreach program. These factors include: predominant languages, income, literacy, age,
culture, and perception of the MTA.
External interviews were conducted with several local representatives associated
with the MBLpopulation centers (i.e., Los Angeles City, Los Angeles County, Compton,
Carson, and Long Beach) along the MBLalignment. Exhibit 3-1 lists the community
groups interviewed by Booz.Allen.

¯ Schools (Nursery,
Elementary, Junior,
High Schools)
¯ Libraries

Exhibit 3-1. External Groups Interviewed
¯ Emergency Response
¯ Businesses
¯ Malls
Personnel
¯ Local Churches
¯ Senior Centers
¯ Community Groups

1 DOT:Rail-Highway GradeCrossing Safety Act of 1994.
2 DOT:Operation Life Saver, "’Always Expect a Train"
3 DOT:GradeCrossing Safety Task Force, 1996
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Thefindinss
fromtheseinterviews
indicate
thatthemajority
of thepublic
groups
knewof an exisff_ng
MBL safetyeducation
and outreach
program.
However,
an
overwhelmLng
amountof the peoplehad not seenor heardof new educational
materials
or pro~rarns
forovera year.
It was also found that the public remains uninformed regardin~ several critical
MBLrelated issues, including:
¯

¯

¯

MBLtr:dn stopping ability (i.e., underestimate braking distance), hence,
the risk based behavior that the train will stop with similar braking
distance as another automobile.
Public understanding of the MBLgrade crossing stop duraffon (i.e., less
that a minute) similar to that of freight railroads (i.e., possibly morethan
15-25 minutes), therefore, drivers have a tendency to "race dne train."
Percept,aal illusion knownas conspicuity, in which people perceive larger
/objects
.
appear to be moving slowly

Overall, interviews with the public found the MBLgrade crossing education and
outreach progr .a_m, once proactive, is presently reactive and inattenffve of the connected
communities.
3.1

PAST EDUCATION PROGRAMS

In the Fast, the MTAhas implemented educational outreach programs based on
several pieces of legislation and recommendedindustry practices as summarized in
Exhibit 3-2.
Exhibit 3-2. Le$islation/Recommended Requiring Education Programs
Program
Rail Transit Safety, Act, California
Assembly BiLl !035
Department of Trax-~portation and
Operation Lff~ave_--:. "Ahvays Expect a
Train" (1994)
Department of Transportation: "Cross
with Care, Don’t Put Your Life on the
Line" (1995)
FILA, FI-U, VA, FTA, and NHTSA:RailHighway Grade Crossing Safety Act
(1994)
Department of Transpor:ation: Grade
Crossing. Safe.’]. Task Force (1996)

Requirement of California

Intent
DMVDriver Books

Applying multi-media and bilingnaal

Use of radio, television,
high volume of drivers.

education

printed adver~_~ementsto reach

Expand public outreach and Operation Lifesaver

Education of light rail t-ransi~ crossings and traffic control
measures

1 Leibowitz.H.. ;’... Gr.zdeCr:ssin2 AccidentsandHuman
FactorsEngineering,Amc’z.c~t:5cien::s:. Voiume
75, 1985.
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During the period when the MTAhad an on-going outreach program, the
surrounding communities had a continuous influx of informative MBLsafeW material.
In addition, MTArepresentatives and trained Operation Lifesaver staff gave
presentations to schools, community groups, and transportation dependent
organizations (e.g., school bus operators, chemical transportation, etc.). Since inception,
several MTAgrade crossing efforts have come to fruition, including:
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Operation Lifesaver "Trooper on the Train"
School based safety programs "Travis the Owl"
Safety Placemat Game,to promote safety in restaurants
Public outreach and presentations at communitycenters (i.e., libraries)
Ongoing meetings with businesses along rail lines
MBLAdult Safety Outreach Campaig-n
Public tour programs to bring a "hands-on" approach to train
safety/hazards.

¯

Past MBLeducational programs are considered effective, in terms of public
attentiveness and education content. Furthermore, the past educational programs have
been identified by Operation Lifesaver as an exemplary program to be used as a model
by other transit properties.
3.2

PRESENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Present MBLgrade crossing safety educational programs are based on printed
medium, such as flyers, banners, and signage. These materials are prepared by the
lVITA Marketing Department with the input and concurrence of the Safety Department.
Since the Marketing Department has experienced fluctuations in staffing and funding,
the public outreach program also experienced such fluctuations. Present and soon-to-be-released outreach programs include:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Large banners at intersections
Variable Message Signs (VMS), "Tracks Means Trains"
California Drivers Handbook for DMVthat addresses hazards associated
with light rail systems
"Take One," a hand-out on the train for passenger education
Signage created by Los Angeles Sheriff and MTAMarketing Departments;
warning of grade crossing dangers for drivers
"Safety Guy," a soon-to-be-realeased cartoon character to educated
youths.

Presently, the Marketing Department has budgeted for a one-third full-time
equivalent to be staffed specifically for safety signage on buses and rail. In the past, the
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MTAhas not directed a specific budget designated for safety related material, therefore,
this is a significant increase comparedto years past.
3.3

RECOMMENDATIONS

While the MTAonce had a robust award winning public outreach and education
program, it has not been consistently implemented over time. During the interview
process, an overwhelming majority of people had not seen any community outreach in
over a year. Booz.Allen has analyzed the results of the surveys and has devised a
strategy for rejuvenating MTA’ssafety outreach program, outlined below. The
program depends upon four major components: schools, communities, businesses, and
commuters.
Booz-Allen strongly urges the MTAto prepare a written public outreach and
education plan, managed by the Safety Department. This plan should address the
organization, activities, and schedule for conducting public outreach and education. It
should identify clearly stated goals and objectives and should be audited internally to
ensure the programs are being performed. The following sections provide a guide for
preparing a public outreach and education plan.
3.3.1

Objective

Redesig~n and J_mplementa public safety awareness program as an integral
component of MTA’soutreach programs provided to communities, businesses,
commuters, and ci~r gove~nments who are affected bv the MBLgrade crossings.
3.3.2 Description
With grade crossings along several population centers, the MTAneeds to address
the needs and concerns of residents/businesses/commuters in these cities. Continuous
communityoutreach that hncludes timely information and targeted updates will help to
decrease the number of vehicular and pedestrian accidents. This outreach must include
a public safety education component. The public education component would include
- awareness of potential safew issues and prevention guidelines
raising communiD
relating to grade crossings and empowerresidents/businesses/commuters
to engage in
safe behavior around these zones. Methods of outreach would include a systematic
implementation of school presentations, curriculum, parent/teacher advocacy,
resident/business/commuter
updates, personal business contacts, and community
event representation. Wewould suggest creating a safety follow-up and awareness
evaluation mechanism, and also follow-up program updates for MTASafety
representatives and project staff.
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3.3.3

Goals
¯
¯
¯
¯

3.4

Refamiliarize residents ’businesses/commuters with safety awareness
program - how MBLaffects them
Enable safe travel ~omhome to school and business
Raise awareness about how to live/work near at-grade crossing without
incident
Empowerresidents/businesses/commuters to take responsibility for their
safety by engaging in safe behavior around at-grade crossings.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH METHODS

For each of the followLng wLethods, MTAmust gain input from teachers, students,
parents, businesses and commuters in the design of the public outreach program. Each
of these groups will provide insight into howto best reach each audience, and will
empowereach group to work ir~ partnership with MTAto ensure program success.
3.4.1

Schools
Conduct public safety education quarterly
Elementary, Middle, and High
Safety Mascot
Safety Art Contests (Essays, Art, Photojournalism).

3.4.2

Communities
¯

¯
¯
3.4.3

Businesses
¯
¯
¯

3.4.4

Maintain high visibility at communitymeetings, events, and
neighborhoodsites (Farmer’s Market, church gatherings, Safe ,ty Fairs,
neighborhood celebrations)
Radio and Television Public Service Announcements
At-Home Gatherings.

Utilize presentations to raise awareness of at-grade crossing safety tips
Prepare flyers for c~dstomers
Presence at Chamber of Commerceevents.
Commuters
Provide periodic notifications to commuters regarding safety tips and
safetv messages
grocery bag notices
public service announcements
flyers in neighborhood businesses.
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3.4.5

Targeted CommunitySafety Issues

¯

¯

¯

3.5

Pedestrian Access - Help residents and students understand the
importance of adhering to at-grade crossing signals. Help them identify
safe ways of crossing grades.
Traffic/commuter issues - Keep the communityinformed of traffic access,
potential traffic congestion around grade crossings, and promote safety
around grade crossings to reduce the potential for car accidents and
pedestrian missteps.
Business - Working with businesses/customers to reduce aggravation and
inconvenience when trying to park or enter and exit businesses around
grade crossings.
Grade Crossing Zones - Aggressively inform about safety precautions
needed around grade crossings. The goal is to eliminate the potential for
accidents with safety programs, obvious signage and signals, and weekly
safety record checks to identify problem areas/times and determine
effectiveness of safety awareness program.

ADDITIONAL

PROGRAMS

Booz.Allen evaluated the possibilities of a Crossing Guard Program specifically
directed to grade crossings. Presently, the program does not exist and based on staffing
requirements and potential safety improvements, Booz.Allen does not recommendthis
program at this time.
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4.0 TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT

4.1

DESCRIPTION OF TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENTPROGRAMS
Traffic enforcement enhances grade crossing safety by relying on the premises that
¯
¯
¯

Traffic laws can prevent accidents
Most drivers and pedestrians will obey traffic laws
General public does not wish to receive traffic citations.

In addition to general traffic law enforcement activities, law enforcement agencies
can employ a combination of proactive and reactive approaches to enhance traffic
enforcement:
Proactive Approach-Law enforcement agency deploys Peace Officers
prominently at locations to act both as a deterrent to would-be violators
and to issue citations to violators. This approach is generally more
effective in preventing accidents but requires dedicated officers for traffic
enforcement.
Reactive Approach-Followingan accident, a rash of violations, or request
from MTA,the law enforcement agency deploys a significant number of
Officers to the specified location to showa large police presence. This
approach also includes special programs designed to reduce traffic
violations.
4.2

ANALYSIS OF PAST AND CURRENT SAFETY/TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT
PROGRAMS

Prior to November 1997, the MTAPolice Department oversaw the law
enforcement activities the MBL.Due i:o the elimination of the MTAPolice Department,
the Los ’Angeles Sheriff Department (LASD)Transit Services Bureau (TSB) has
primary responsibility for law enforcement along the MBLon a contracting
arrangement. The Five-year contract between LASDand MTAcommenced on
November1997, with annual enhancement changes effect every July of the year.
Generally, the contract specifies the number of LASDDeputies to support the MTAbus
operation, the Metro Green Line and the MBL.The commander of the LASDTSB has
the responsibility to assig-n the appropriate numberof deputies to MBL.
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During the first contract year (Nov. 1997 thrc, ugh June 1998), :he TSBassiocmed
approximately 86 sworn personnel to the MBL.Although :here w~_s no dedicated traffic
enforcement team to enforce grade crossing, traffic ep~orcement w~s provided by
Deputies traveling between stations. Furthermore, shnce _k.’BL operates through the
Cities of Los Angeles, Comptonand Long Beach, ~nd unL~or~._ ora-.ed areas of Los
Angeles Counties, other police agencies also provide ~affi~ erfforcement aleng the MBL
as part of their regular law enforcement activities. These municipality Fotice agencies
include:
¯
¯
¯
¯

The Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD)
The Long Beach Police Department
The Compton Police Department
California HighwayPatrol.

In the second year contract (effective July 199~ tb~ou[h Ju~ne !999). the TSBhas
augmented the contract with the following enhancements:
¯
¯
¯

Eight additional Deputies on motorcycles dedicatsd to tra~_c e~orcement
Seven Deputies will be on bicycle
Adatabase that captures all transit crime stat;~stics ~nd tra~c rerations
issued by other police departments along -.he MBL.

The following exhibit summarizes the past and c~mrre:-.: MBLlaw e_~orcement
programs:
MBL Law Enforcement
Activities

LASD
92 to 94

Law Enforcement and Crime
Investigation
Dedicated Traffic
Enforcement
Photo Enforcement

~,

_MTA Police
LASD TSB
94 to 97 ~ 11J’97 to 6/98

LASD TSB
7/98 to
I Present

~’
Testing
Phase

Bicycle Patrol
I
~,
Centralized Transit Crime
and Traffic Citations
Database
Notes: *Limited to one vehicle.
**Traffic enforcement was provided when Depu_~es _-n-ave2ed between stations.
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4.3

EVALUATION OF LASD SPECIAL ENFORCEMENTPROPOSALS

Due to the enhancements of the contract extension, the proposed L~4_SDSpecial
Enforcement Programs are obsolete. Therefore, the analysis of three LASDproposals
are not included in this report. The eight motorcycle-Deputies will be dedicated to
traffic enforcementon a full-time basis.
4.4

ANALYSIS OF DAILY DEPLOYMENTOF OFFICERS

Because of the vast area covered by the MBLcorridor and with less than 90 sworn
personnel to provide law enforcement for the MBL,the police presence is limited and
the majority of the force is devoted to patrol and crime investigation onboard and at
stations. Additional police agencies will also respond in time of need and provide backup of calls.
With an addition of eight motorcycle Deputies working two shifts per day in the
current contract year, an average of two deputies will be available at any given time of
the day covering the 22 miles corridor with 104 grade crossings. Since the motorcycle
Deputies are likely to workin pairs for officer safety, this deploymentwill not be
adequate to provide traffic enforcement without supplement from the crime control
teams and Police Officers from the police departments along the MBL.Since it is not
likely that the motorcycle Deputies will patrol the area well within the cities of Long
Beach and Los Angeles (the terminus of the MBL),the motorcycle Deputies can focus
their efforts at areas that do not have lower police presence and at the unincorporated
areas. The LASDalso apply a multiplier effect, if needed, to obtain additional support
from nearby stations.
The bicycle and the motorcycle teams are effective in contacting pedestrians at the
grade crossings because of their mobility and low-profile presence. Since the Bicycle
team is very versatile as Deputies can travel between stations along the MBLcorridor
using patrol vehicles equipped with bicycle racks and on-board MBLtrains.
4.5

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT IMPROVEMENTS

The deployment of Deputies requires a delicate balance between crime control and
traffic enforcement since both elements are important to the success of the MBL.Based
on the limitation of resources, the following recommendations are considered to be
cost-effective and feasible:
TSBshould deploy dedicated grade crossing traffic enforcement teams to
focus on pedestrian safety. This can be implemented by increase the size
of the bicycle team since the Bicycle Deputies can also perform crime
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patrol and can moveform station to station using special equipped
vehicles or bicycle racks on the back of Police vehicles.
¯

TSBshould evaluate the appropriate mix of Motorcycle Deputies (Traffic)
and additional patrol Deputies providing general law enforcement.

¯

TSBshould provide input to engineering and education program during
their early stages of development.
TSBshould establish liaison with the Police Departments along the MBL
corridor. Currently, there is no single source for grade crossing traffic
enforcement activity. This can be achieved through the development of
the Centralized Transit Crime and Traffic Citations Database already
being prepared by the LASD.A coordinated deployment of police force
to effect traffic enforcement at the grade crossing can greatly enhance the
effect of proactive and reactive traffic enforcement.
The MTAshould monitor the Vehicle Driver Education Booklet prepared
by the Department of Motor Vehicles to ensure grade crossing safety is
adequately discussed.
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5.0 LEGISLATION

The fourth element of the MBLGrade Crossing Safety P:o~c~’am is legislation.
Since 1993, the MTAhas successfully sponsored bills to increase penalties for grade
crossing violations
and enable the use of automated enforcement systems. Additional
legislation
is needed to support further improvements in grade crossLng safety. This
section reviews past Iegi_;Iative efforts, existing penalty, assessments and distributions,
and recommendations for future activities.

5.1

PAST LEGISLATIVE

EFFORTS

Two pieces of legislation
form the cornerstone of the MTA’slegL~lative program.
The Rail Transit Safety Act, introduced by Assembly Member Archie-Hudson in 1993 as
AB 1035, increased the penalties for violating grade crossing laws. In the following
year, the Rail Transit Safety Enforcement Act (SB 1802 Rosenthal) authorized the use
photo enforcement systems for identifying
grade crossing violators.
The main
provisions of these two acts are summarized in Exhibit 5-1.
Exhibit 5-1. Existing Grade Crossing Safety Legislation
r~4dL TRANSIT SAFETY ENFORCEMENT
ACT

RAIL TRANSITS~-KFETYACT

Drivers approadninga rai~ transit grade crossing
muststop at least 15 feet fromthe nearest rail
andshall not proceeduntil safe to do so.
¯ No driver shall vroceed through, around or
underany railroad or rail transit crossing gate
whilethe gate ;_~ closed.
¯ Railroad and rail transit ~ade crossings maybe
equipped with an automatedrail crossing
enforcementsystemif the systemis identified by
signs clearly indicating its presence.
¯ Onlva governmentagenq’, i.n cooperation with
a law enforcement agency, mayoperate an
automatedrail ~ossing e.~orcement system.

For first violation, courts mavorder traffic
school attendance and/or Faymentof an
additional $100 (maximum~
fine.
¯ For subsequentviolations, courts shall order a
$200additional fine and attendanceof traffic
school.
¯ County rail commissionsmay provide
educationalmaterials to traffic schools.
¯ Trespassingon count~, rail authority property is
a misdemeanor.
¯ The Dept. of MotorVehicles shall include
languageregardingrail transit safety in the
California Driver’s Handbook.

5.2

PENALTIES

FOR GRADE CROSSING

VIOLATIONS

Violations of traffic laws related to grade crossings usually result in a monetary
penalty and, for moving violations,
the recording of a point on the violator’s driving
record. The monetar~ ~ penalty consists of a base fine and additional assessments. The
base fine for traffic infractions are either specified in the CaEfor~a Vehicle Code or set
by the Judicial Council of California in accordance with guidelines contained in the
Vehicle Code. For every 510 of the base fine or fraction thereof, the Penal Code
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authorizes $10 in state penalties and $7 in county penalties to be levied and collected by
the court. Furthermore, in Los Angeles and other jurisdictions, a $1 fee is added for the
night court system. The penalty schedule for the most commoninfractions cited at MBL
grade crossings is listed in Exhibit 5-2.
Exhibit 5-2. Penalty Schedule for Traffic Infractions at GradeCrossings
First Violation, Non-construction Zone
VEH. CODE
SECTION
21453(c)
22451(a)(c)
21461.5

OFFENSE
Left turn on red arrow
Failure to stop for tram
si~-nals, closed gates
Pedestrian failure to obey
signs, signals

BASE
FINE
$100

STATE
PENALTY
$100

COUNTY
PENALTY
$70

NIGHT
COURT
$1

TOTAL
PENALTY
$271

$35

$40

$28

$1

$104

$20

$20

S14

$1

$55

The penalty moneycollected by the court is distributed to various state, county,
and local governments in accordance with a formula established by statute. The base
fine is allocated to the county treasury if the citation occurred outside of city limits;
otherwise, it is divided between the city and county. The state penalty is deposited into
the State Penalty Fund where it is distributed to various programs prescribed in the
Penal Code, including crime victim restitution, driver training penalty assessment,
peace officer training, and victim-witness assistance. Similarly, the county penalty is
deposited into various funds specified by resolutions adopted by the board of
supervisors. Someof these funds are earmarked to support court construction, jail and
detention center construction, forensic laboratory construction, and implementation of
automated DNAand fingerprint identification systems. None of the penalties collected
for traffic infractions in Los Angeles Countyis allocated to the MTA
for its rail
programs.
5.3

RECOMMENDATIONS

To improve the effectiveness of the Grade Crossing Safety Program, Booz.Allen
recommendsthat MTApursue the following courses of action:
Increase the penalty for grade crossing violations
Allocate a portion of the penalty collected for grade crossing violations
through the photo enforcement program to MTAfor rail safety programs.
Each of these recommendationsis discussed further in the following sections.
5.3.1 Increase the Penalty for Grade Crossing Violations
The Vehicle Code generally establishes higher fines for traffic violations with the
potential for injury or death. For example, the total penalty for running a red light,
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failing to yield to emergencyvehicles, or failing to use child passenger restraints is $271.
Passing a school bus with flashing signals carries a penalty of $406. In view of the
possible consequences of ig-noring train warning sig-nals or driving around lowered
gates, the present penalty of $104 does not serve as a sufficient deterrent to this
behavior or appropriately signal the seriousness of the infraction. Therefore,
Booz.Allen recommendsthat MTAsupport legislation to increase the base fine for the
first violation of rail grade crossing laws to $100, resulting in a total penalty of $271.
5.3.2

Allocate Portion of Photo EnforcementPenalties to Fund Rail Safety

To help finance rail safety programs,
Exhibit 5-3. Penalty Allocation
MTAshould seek legislation to change the
$270
formula for distributing the penalties
(proposed)
collected from grade crossing infractions
through the photo enforcement program.
81
MTA
Under this proposal, 30%of the total penalty
would be remitted to the rail authority where
the violation occurred. The base fine would
then be distributed to the county and city,
and the remainder would be allocated in
accordance with existing law: for every $17
of the penalty, $10 would go to the state, and
$7 to the count. If the penalty is increased
I ~ I (cOunty a city)
to $271 from $104, the state and county/city
Xrote: A 51 night court fee is added to these penalties.
would receive more funding under this
proposal than they would with the current
formula, and the MTAwould receive $81 per citation (see Exhibit 5-3) to help expand
the photo enforcement program and/or fund educational efforts.
By limiting the change to violations collected through photo enforcement only, the
costs to administer the revised distribution schedule would be reduced. For the first
seven months of 1998, 1,584 photo enforcement citations were issued by the LASDfor
an average of 226 citations per month. Assumingthis average holds true for the
remainder of the year and given a collection rate of 90%, the MTAwould have received
approximately $200,000 in additional revenues in 1998.
As part of AB1035 (Archie-Hudson, 1993), language was proposed to allocate
portion of grade crossing fines to county rail commissions, but the Dept. of Finance
found this provision to impose additional administrative costs on the county treasurer
(to track and allocate the funds) which could not be recovered through the increased
penalty. While the issue must be analyzed further, Booz.Allen does not believe that this
problem would apply to the current proposal due to 1) limitation of the program to
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photo enforcement penalties only, and 2) the higher penalty funiing allecateci to -.he
city and county. Since 1993, similar "set aside" provisions have been enac:ed. Exa_-nples
of these provisions appear in the Penal Code high occupancy vehic!e la.-_e Gnes
(§1463.26), failure to show proof of insurance (§1463.22) and red !ight
(§1463.11), just to namea few.
5.3.3

Other Proposals Considered

In addition to the two recommendations described above, Booz-Allen also
considered proposals to require mandatory traffic school and/or commu_nitvserv:_ce for
first-time violators. However, judges already have the discretion to Lmpcsednese
penalties, and Booz.Allen believes that raising the fine would be a more effective
deterrent. Moreover, Booz.Allen considered a proposal to hold the regis:steal owr_er of
a vehicle responsible for grade crossing violations caught by photo e~orcement. Cnis
proposal would increase the numberof citations issued bv elimin~ating tt~.s need to
clearly photograph the driver for identification purposes, since the registered owr.sr
would be held liable by default. A major drawback, though, is that the ir_-raction :,.ould
have to be treated as a non-movingviolation (no points assig-ned} since the re~stered
owner may not have been the person who actually committed the offense.
Furthermore, it would be difficult to justi~ a fine increase under these circurnstar.css.
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6.0 IMPACTS OF FUTURE CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

It is important to analyze and prepare for construcY.on projects that impact MBL
grade crossing safety. Twoprojects likely to have direct impact are:
¯
¯

The Alameda Corridor construction
Three car train operations on the MBL.

This section of the report will discuss each of these projects,
issues, and making recommendations where appropriate.
6.1

identifying the salient

METROBLUE LINE THREE CAR TRAIN OPERATIONS AND
CORRESPONDING PLATFORM EXTENSIONS

The Los Angeles Metro Blue Line (MBL)is a 22 mile light rail transit system that
runs from downtownLos Angeles’ 7th & Metro Red Line sta:vion to Long Beach. The
MBLhas approximately 100 grade crossings, which may be affected to varying degrees
by the platform extensions necessary to accommodatethree car train operations.
6.1.1

Design

Although all the platforms must be extended to accommodatethree car trains, the
original design allowed for this contingency. Whereverposs.ib.le,.th, e platforms will be
extended away from the existing grade crossings, thereby mmlm~zmg
impact to these
grade crossings. However, in street-running territory, some platforms must be
extended from both ends, due to the fact that grade crossings are already located at
both ends of the platform.
6.1.2 Construction
The majority of the platform extension work will be performed at
the hours of 9:30 p.m., and 3:30 a.m., with the more involved activities
during non-revenue hours, between midnight and 3:30 a.m. In limited
will be performed during revenue service off peak hours, between 9:30
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night, between
scheduled
instances, work
a.m. and 3:30

6.2
6.2.1

ALAMEDA CORRIDOR

CONSTRUCTION

Design

The Alamedacorridor will replace four single track routes currently used by the
Burlington Northern Santa Fe and the Union Pacific Railroad companies into the ports
of Los Angeles and Long Beach with a double- tracked, grade-separated line. A
significant feature of the project is a ten mile long trench that is planned adjacent to the
traffic lanes of AlamedaStreet, extending from Route 91 in Comptonto 25’h Street in Los
Angeles.
Currently, trains up to 1.5 miles in length must competefor the single track line
sections whil~ negotiating manyof the 200 grade crossings, which limit the average
speed along these lines to approximately 20 mph. Although the Alameda Corridor
project is in its design and early construction stages, the route could possibly handle up
to 100 trams daily, while eliminating grade crossings by virtue of the grade-separated
desig-n.
6.2.2

Impacts

The existing grade crossings along Alameda Street would be converted into
overpasses that would span the trench. While the end result of the project would be
total separation of freight operations from vehicular traffic, the construction period may
affect MBLgrade crossing safety. The MBLtracks that run adjacent to Union Pacific
tracks could see an increase in freight traffic due to AlamedaCorridor construction,
which might affect traffic patterns at the grade crossings along the line.
Also, as the Alameda Corridor construction progresses, Alameda Street grade
crossings will be taken out of service while their spans are being built. This
characteristic of the construction will remain fluid throughout the project, which will
affect traffic patterns and driving routes in the area for commuters, students, and
emergency, services, to namea few.
6.3

RECOMMENDATIONS

There will be impacts on traffic in the area of the MBLdue to the projects
discussed above, and perhaps the best way to ease the congestion is to provide
information. Pretending that these significant construction projects undertaken
coincident with MBLrevenue service would not significantly impact the people who
live, work, and study in these areas would be a mistake. Timely and accurate
information relative to the MBLplatform extensions and the Alameda Corridor
construction is perhaps the best way to enable those whose lives will be most impacted
by these projects to make informed decisions. Werecommenda liaison officer, who
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would remakn ~. touch with key individuals associated with the projects, to ensure the
informa~on :~s accurate, timely, widely disseminated, and routinely updated.
The grade crossing information can be promulgated in any of several ways:
¯

¯

¯

¯
¯

The Intemet - Tlae MTAalready does a great job with the development
and maintenanceof its internet website, and the addition of a link,
rouGnetv updated, provides a good source of information.
Newspapers - The Los ~-kngeles Times publishes road closures,
construc~on, etc. that will affect traffic, on an as needed basis, in the Metro
sec~on. This information is usually included in the CommunityNews
~rie~s, on pages B2 and B3, often with illustrations.
Perhaps a weekly
update of the projects is appropriate; also, the local newspapers should
not ~e overlooked.
5ig-r’~ng - The orange sig’ns with black lettering used to alert drivers to
conditions that alter normal traffic patterns, including road closures, etc.
should be employed in advance of grade crossings that are currently
affected. Further, the grade crossings that will be affected in the near
~ture should have signing that informs drivers when construction will
con"_~"-nence.
Co~rnu~ity Outreach - Industry experience holds that residents can more
readily accept disruption when prepared in advance.
PubLic Service Announcements- Radio and television public service
announcements should be used to announce traffic disruptions.
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7.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

Exhibit 7-1 summarizes Booz.Allen’s recommendations for improving the Metro
Blue Line Grade Crossing Safety Improvement Program.
Exhibit 7-1. Recommendations
Engineering Safeguards
1
Expand the photo enforcement program to include the following grade
crossings:
¯ Los Angeles Street/Washington Bh’d.
¯ Venice Blvd/Flower Street
¯ Grand Avenue/Washington Blvd.
¯ San Pedro Street/Washington Blvd.
th
~
~ ¯ 18 Street~Flower Street
r
~,
W..ilmin~[ton/Willowbrook
,, ¯~
20’" Street in Long Beach
¯ 3r~/Pacific in Long Beach.
Investigate the feasibility of closing the 18~ Street on-ramp~o ~he I-lO freeway.
2
3
Conducta systematic review of the signs installed along the right-0f-way.:... .....
4
Continue with on-going demonstration project; Tram ARClights and Four
Quadrant crossing gates,
k,
5
Complete and evaluate safety enhancements identified in Contract CO
¯ Fiber optic signs
,, Relocation of "T" signals
¯ Installation of pedestrian crossing gates.
"
6
Improve maintenance of existing safeguards in place.
7
Install swing gates and pedestrian crossing gates where appropriate.
8
Complete the grade separation project planned for Imperial Highway.
Public Outreach and Education
Prepare a written Public ~)utreach and Education Plan that identifies
9
organization, activities, and schedule for perforTnmgoutreach activities. It is
recommended that the Safety Department manage this program.
10
Perform annual audit of the Public Outreach and Education Program.
Traffic Enforcement
11
MTAshould discuss with LASDdeploying teams to focus on pedestrian safety.
MTAshould allow LASDto participate
in eng~meermg and education program
12
review meetings.
Legislation
13
Prepare legislation to increase the free for first grade crossing violation to $271.
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14

Prepare legislation to allocate photo enforcement penalties to fund rail safety
programs.
Impact of Future Projects
15
Establish an MTA
liaison responsible for coordinating public notification of
grade crossing closures.
Due to the time constraints to prepare this report, detailed cost estimates are not
available. The following cost estimates are provided as seen in Exhibit 7-2.
Exhibit 7-2. Cost Estimate, Rough Order Magnitude
Recommendation
Cost per Crossing
Pedestrian crossing arm gates
$20,000
Calgary swing gates
$15,000
Photo enforcement
$75,000
Closing the 18’h Street on-ramp to the 1-10 freeway
TBD
Train ARClights
TBD
Four Quadrant crossing gates
$100,000
Prepare a written Public Outreach and Education Plan
$40,000
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